WEDDING photography

coverage employing our distinctive photographic style. Our aim is simple - to produce
classic, timeless, memorable images. That’s why we use the subtlest of digital manipulation
techniques and only the most delicate approach to retouching. Our albums combine
natural images which an agreed range of formal group shots, each album individually
designed to create a unique record of your day.
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aLbumS

& prices

complimentary pre-wedding portrait

all wedding clients are invited to our studio for a pre wedding photograph. This is a
great way to mark the occasion of your engagement and helps you get to know your
photographers and prepare you for your wedding day photographs.
just shoot me!

For high quality wedding coverage at
a premium price we offer a DVD disc
package. Prices start at €750 for a disc of
100 high resolution images of your choice.
This package can be upgraded to 200
images (€950) or 300 images (€1,150).
We provide you with a skilled professional
photographer to cover everything from
your preparations on the morning of the
wedding till you sit down to dinner. The disc
will play as a slideshow with soundtrack
as well as providing all of your print

traditional

bespoke albums

magazine albums

This package provides you with a 30 page
13” square leather album including all the
usual ‘must have’ shots (the brides arrival,

These stunning albums are
individually crafted to the highest
standards by one of the most
respected makers of custom
albums. With options such as inlaid
photographs on the cover, a range
of cover materials including acrylic,
leather, metal and wood, fold-out,

For those couples looking for an
alternative to the classical album
format, we offer individually designed
magazine-Style (or ‘Storybook’)
albums in a variety of sizes to
showcase your wedding photographs
in a storyboard view, truly capturing
the essence of your wedding day.

a limitless range of overlay designs
you can be assured of an album
which will showcase your wedding
photographs in a unique and
beautiful artefact.

an impressive panoramic effect.

etc.). Coverage begins at the wedding
location and ends at the start of the drinks
reception. The photographs are all shot in
your album based on a range of shots
agreed with you prior to the wedding.
Package price
classic albums

These packages involve comprehensive
candid coverage throughout the day in
addition to an agreed range of formal
groups. Each album is individually designed
using a range of overlays to create an
elegant, understated album.
LEaThEr aLbum

ready to print. Purchasing this packages
allows you unrestricted rights to reproduce
the images as many times as you like for
your own personal use.

€1,195

Coverage can start at the brides
home and may end with the speeches
addition to a range of formal groups,
we try to capture the real life event
as your day unfolds; the details, the
emotions, the people.

STuDIO aLbum

40 page

€1,395

SEVILLE maGazINE aLbumS
(linen cover)

Parent albums (set of 2)

€ 300
print folio DVDs

CaLVINO maGazINE aLbumS

350 fully processed
print ready images
only available with
album packages

CuSTOm maDE aLbum

Parent albums (set of 2)

€395

€350

